
Co-innovating to optimise 
costs and transform
CGI in Energy



Challenges

1 Depressed global 
oil demand 4 Rising risk within 

the industry

5 Increasing 
cost pressures

6 Increasing geopolitical 
and economic pressures

2 Less capital expenditure 
and increasing costs

3 Reduced workforce 
with relevant skills
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Strategy
• Identification of business case

• Proof of value

• Consulting service

Cloud
• Multi-cloud migration and transformation

• Cloud cost optimisation

• Legacy portfolio migration

Cyber Security
• Cyber Security strategy

• Security test and evaluation

• Advanced threat intelligence

Applications Support
• Managed services

• Applications development 
and maintenance

Optimise costs with cloud transformation

Protect against cyber threats

Optimise and digitise processes

Manage complex petro-technical portfolios

Managed petro-
technical servicesBusiness solutions

Infrastructure 
consulting Systems integration



Cyber security services to protect the business

1 We give clients  
confidence in their security

2 We build systems and 
services securely

3 We manage operational 
security services

CYBER 
SECURITY IS 

PART OF 
EVERYTHING 

WE DOOPERATE WITH
CONFIDENCE

PROTECT
THE BUSINESS

ASSESS
THE RISK
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2
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CGI in cyber security

The potential risks to the energy industry from a cyber attack range from health 
and safety all the way through to environmental damage. From exploration to 
refining to distribution and trading, our solutions and cyber experts help keep 
energy organisations cyber resilient. We use the principles of identify, protect, 
detect, respond and recover.

40+ years of 
experience across 

government and 
commercial sectors

3 accredited test 
facilities in Canada, 

US and UK

1400+ cyber 
professionals >80% 

with government 
clearances

6 Security 
Operations 

Centres globally

150+ clients in 
16 countries use 

our managed 
security services

Tested and proven 
in some of the world’s 

most sensitive and 
complex environments



Application services designed to improve 
performance, enhance quality and drive innovation

• End-to-end application development and maintenance

• Introduction of Cloud, Chatbots, Machine Learning, 
Self-Service Portals and Knowledge Management 
to reduce IT spend

• Strong focus on your business objectives and your 
desired outcomes

• Predictive quality and continuous improvement

• Enhanced visibility and understanding of the 
application portfolio

• Disciplined and effective governance at all levels

• Clear, measurable results in terms of quality, 
operational excellence and security

• Incremental value, innovation, and long-term, 
sustainable business

• Metro model provides best of both worlds – client 
gets a local consultant to work with at the same time 
benefiting from the benefits of an Offshore team.

InnovationGovernanceGlobal delivery

Industry expertise QualityIT & business  
IP portfolio

Continous 
improvement

SecurityTransition & 
transfomation



CGI in energy

• Delivering complex industry solutions and services to energy organisations 
globally for over 30 years including supermajors in Europe and North America

• Over $170bln in fuel transactions processed each year through our fleet systems

• 650 members worldwide working to support our fleet customers

• Over 50 product and technology partnerships to ensure the right solutions

What we bring:

• Deep business relationships and knowledge

• Innovative technology solutions to solve 
the most complex business challenges

• Delivery capability proven at scale

• Technology and product agnostic ensuring 
our clients get the right solutions

Working with Shell
We deliver an end-to-end fuel 
payments system that enables 
Shell’s customers to manage their 
commercial fleets across the world.

Shell has been working in partnership with 
CGI to take digital transformation to the 
next level with a state-of-the-art online fleet 
management solution that delivers the best 
possible experience for its customers, whether 
they manage a fleet of 5 or 5,000 vehicles.



About CGI
Insights you can act on

Founded in 1976, CGI is among the largest IT and 
business consulting services firms in the world.

We are insights-driven and outcomes-based to help 
accelerate returns on your investments. Across 21 
industry sectors in 400 locations worldwide, our 
77,000 professionals provide comprehensive, scalable 
and sustainable IT and business consulting services 
that are informed globally and delivered locally.

Get in touch
Gina Craciun 
gina.craciun@cgi.com 
Senior Consultant | CGI UK

David Smart 
david.smart@cgi.com 
Director Consulting Services | CGI UK


